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1.1 LANDSCAPE CHARACTER – ASSESSMENT TABLES 
1.1.1 Landscape characteristics of the application site and effect of the development upon the landscape are 

considered, including the host and near adjoining landscape character areas; LCA 17, LCA 5 and LCA 18.  

1.1.2 In addition, consideration is given to the host Landmap Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas – VS012, VS020 
and VS029) and the Aspect Area layers as identified in Section 7.4 (geological landscape, landscape 
habitats, historic landscape and cultural landscape). 

LCA 17, LCA 5 and LCA 18 

LCA 17: West Central Anglesey 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
An expansive LCA of generally undulating topography. Rocky outcrops 
and small areas of semi-natural habitats – hedges, trees, mires scattered 
throughout the area within a matrix of improved agricultural grassland. 

These form an important landscape resource and contribute markedly to 
the character of the area, breaking up areas of uniformity within the 
wider landscape.  

The A5 and A55 roads pass through the area, whilst the main railway 
passes along its southern edge.  Low susceptibility to the form of 
development. 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium / Low – sites set within the matrix of improved grassland, no 
effect upon semi natural habitats. 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium / Low 

Scale of landscape effect Direct effects upon the fields of improved agricultural grassland only, a 
common place element. No effects upon the surrounding vegetation. 
Low 

Geographical extent Expansive LCA, localised effects, site and immediate setting. Medium / 
Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Medium – Low 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

LCA 5: North West Anglesey 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
The key feature of its character is the extensive drumlin field.   

The majority of the landscape is characterised by improved grassland, 
especially in the drumlin field.  However there are a number of marshy 
grasslands amongst the drumlins as well as small scattered areas of 
scrub.  There are also extensive areas of scattered rocky outcrops, here 
dry ericaceous heath and acid grasslands are found, interspersed with low 
lying marshy areas.   

Medium susceptibility to the form of development 

Value of 
landscape 

Medium – sites set within the matrix of improved grassland, no effect 
upon drumlin fields,  marshy grassland (these areas of site omitted from 
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receptor scheme) and rocky outcrop within the site area undeveloped.  

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium 

Scale of landscape effect Direct effects upon the fields of agricultural grassland only, a common 
place element, marsh and scrubby areas not directly affected and will be 
subject to landscape enhancement. Low 

Geographical extent Expansive LCA, localised effects, site and immediate setting. Medium / 
Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Low 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Moderate-Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

LCA 18: Valley Airfield Environs 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
A rather disparate LCA which recognises the social, cultural and economic 
effects of the RAF Station at Valley.  The LCA includes the airfield and the 
adjacent 20th century holiday settlement of Rhosneigr, as well as the 
series of wetlands and reserves (Llyn Penrhyn, Llyn Traffwll) inland and on 
either side of the settlement of Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn.  

The airfield operations which include both military and civil flights has a 
major impact upon the statutory qualities of the area, in fact on the island 
and surrounding area as a whole.  The nature and scale of the buildings, 
associated hard standings and runways visually dominate the LCA. 

Low susceptibility to the form of development 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

Low – Development areas of a smaller scale, considered less intrusive 
than existing development (airfield) within the LCA. No direct effects 
upon the wetlands and reserves  

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Low 

Scale of landscape effect Non deployment area of Development Area 6 is located within this LCA. 
Negligible 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Negligible 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 
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Landmap Assessment Tables 

Landmap Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas – VS012, VS020 and VS029 (Host Areas) 

VS012: Central Smooth Belt 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Very extensive area. It appears fairly flat in the west, but more undulating 
and higher in the east. It is primarily pasture, with some arable land, and 
medium to large sized fields with hedges, some hedge banks and stone 
walls. It is criss-crossed by a network of mainly small roads, with many 
scattered houses and farms, hamlets and small villages. Only in the far 
west can the coast be seen. The part, west of the A55 suffers from 
disturbance from jets from RAF Valley on weekdays.’ 

Low susceptibility to the form of development 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium 

‘feels settled and prosperous, with a quiet rural character. It is pleasant 
but unremarkable, with some long views to the higher parts of Anglesey.’ 

 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium (Moderate Landmap evaluation) 

Scale of landscape effect Direct effects upon the fields of agricultural grassland only, a common 
place element. Low 

Geographical extent Very extensive LCA, localised effects, site and immediate setting. Medium 
/ Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Medium/Low 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

VS020: Caergiliog Craggy Lowlands 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Area of low-lying land is south of the A55, east of Four Mile Bridge. The 
small scale of the fields and twisting lanes is in contrast to the A55 and to 
RAF Valley, both of which substantially intrude and detract from the 
overall landscape, with movement and extreme noise.’ 

Low susceptibility to the form of development 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Generally pleasant rural landscape with more variety of craggy features 
than much of Anglesey. Marred by proximity to RAF Valley and A55.’ 

Medium 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium (Moderate Landmap evaluation) 

Scale of landscape effect Direct effects upon the fields of agricultural grassland only, a common 
place element. Effects contained by combination of mature localised 
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vegetation and landform. Low 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Medium / Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Medium 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

VS029: Llanfihangel Lakes and Dunes 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Inland from RAF Valley, towards the A55, this low-lying area on either 
side of Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn is a mosaic of former dunes, lakes and 
marshy areas, interspersed with rocky patches. There is open access on 
much of the flattened grassy dunes, including a golf course. The lakes are 
used for fishing and have wildlife interest. The rest of the land is divided 
into small irregular fields. This area suffers from the extremely noisy jets 
of RAF Valley during weekdays.’ 

Low susceptibility to the form of development 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Variety of dune and lakes, wetlands, crags, but not specially attractive. ‘ 

Medium 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium (Moderate Landmap evaluation) 

Scale of landscape effect Direct effects upon the fields of agricultural grassland only, a common 
place element. None of the dunes, wetlands and crags affected. Site area 
within VSO29 is a non-deployment zone. Negligible 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Negligible 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor-Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

Landmap Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas –  VS030: Holy Island Straight,  VS007 Holy Island, VS053 
South West Coast – Rhosneigr 

VS030: Holy Island Straight 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘This area is similar to an estuary and at low tide there are expanses of 
sand and mud, with the sea forming only a narrow channel twisting 
through. There is little access to the area except by foot, and when the 
jets from adjacent RAF Valley are not flying, the area is quiet and peaceful. 
From Four Mile Bridge that crosses these straits, there are views in both 
directions to the attractive winding water and creeks.’ 

High susceptibility to solar development. 

Value of ‘Very attractive small scale inland sea with variety of features, no 
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landscape 
receptor 

intrusions and unusual feature. Small scale tidal variety gives strong 
character.’ 

High 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (Landmap evaluation) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon the aspect area. No intervisibility. Negligible. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Closest area of the site, 
Development Area 6 > 1 km away.  Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

VS007 Holy Island 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘It is low-lying with a pattern of low craggy ridges and marshy bottoms. 
The small roads also follow these alignments along the sides of the ridges, 
serving the scattered houses and farms and giving access to the popular 
beaches of the west coast. There are small fields with sheep, stone walls 
and gorsey hedges. The few trees are wind-pruned. There is limited tourist 
development, with a few caravan/camping sites, but it remains unspoilt, 
with good views to the coast and to Holyhead Mountain, with a feeling of 
maritime openness. The quiet atmosphere of this landscape is shattered 
during weekdays by jets from nearby RAF Valley.’ 

Medium susceptibility to solar development. 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Generally quiet unspoilt rural landscape with attractive mix of rough 
knolls, marshy and small-scale fields, and coastal views.’ 

High 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (Landmap evaluation) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon the aspect area. No intervisibility. Negligible. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Closest area of the site, 
Development Area 6 > 2km away.  Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 
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VS053 South West Coast – Rhosneigr 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘These sandy bays are broken by areas of tidal rocks and are backed 
mainly by dunes. There are a few scattered houses on these dunes, and 
recent building out from Rhosneigr is starting to suburbanise the 
character of them. There are fine views along the beaches and out to the 
Lleyn Peninsula. With RAF Valley immediately behind the edge of the 
dunes, noise from jets is very disturbing during weekdays.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Attractive stretch of sands and rocks, popular and accessible with good 
coastal views. Noise from adjacent airfield.’ 

High 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (Landmap evaluation) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon the aspect area. No intervisibility. Negligible. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Closest area of the site, 
Development Area 6 > 2km away.  Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect 

 

Landmap Geological Landscape Aspect Areas - GL020 Llanerchymedd (Host Area) and GL019 
Bodedern (Host Area) 

GL020 Llanerchymedd 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Extensive area occupying most of central Anglesey and characterised by 
a glacial clay covered surface (Quaternary: Pleistocene) without 
significant areas of drumlin development... Cover appears to be relatively 
thin, however, as the area has a broadly south-west, north-east gently 
rolling topography representing the trend of the bedrock outcrop below. 
In low areas and valleys, small craggy outcrops of Monian Supergroup 
metamorphic rocks are commonly present (Cambrian), although too small 
to be mapped as separate aspect areas. Ordovician rocks area also locally 
exposed. Many minor stream systems and drift filled depressions / former 
lakes, are also present.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘although the AA contains two SSSIs, 2 potential GCR sites/RIGS and 3 
other RIGS, they are small in comparison to the area as a whole... They 
indicate a geology/geomorphology of outstanding value locally, but 
overall a valuation of ''high'' is most appropriate in a landscape sense.’ 

High 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (geological) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon geological landscape, development of a light 
footprint considering scale  
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Geographical extent Localised effects, site. Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (geological) 

 

GL019 Bodedern 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Area of low, rounded mounds glacial clay (drumlins) forming the south-
western part of the Anglesey drumlin field. Now separated from areas to 
the north-east by the Alaw valley system (Afon Alaw Aspect Area) 
(Quaternary: Pleistocene). In depressions between drumlins, small craggy 
outcrops of Monian Supergroup metamorphic rocks are locally present 
(Cambrian). 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘No notable sites recorded and geomorphology is part of a widespread 
feature’ 

Medium 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium (geological) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon geological landscape, development of a light 
footprint considering scale.   

Geographical extent Localised effects, site. Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (geological) 

 

Landmap Landscape Habitats Aspect Areas - LH084 Farmland between old A5 and Railway line (Host 
Area),  LH103 Farmland between Inland Sea and A5 (Host Area), LH016 Valley Lakes, LH015 Llyn 
Traffwll, LH024 RAF Valley Airfields 

LH084 Farmland between old A5 and Railway line (Host Area) 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘An area of farmland that is largely improved grassland with limited semi-
natural habitat present.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘The AA is largely improved grassland which is generally not a particularly 
valuable ecological habitat. There are limited areas of more valuable 
semi-natural habitat present and only a small % of the Aspect Area has 
even been designated as a SINC.’ 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Low 

Scale of landscape effect Effects directly upon grassland areas only, no effects upon SINC areas, 
wetland, semi natural areas. 
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Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Low 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (landscape habitats) 

 

LH103 Farmland between Inland Sea and A5 (Host Area) 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘An area of improved grassland farmland in fields bordered by 
hedgerows.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Quite difficult to evaluate because the area is 79% improved grassland 
which is generally quite a low ecological value habitat but the scattering 
of SINC sites throughout the AA and a reasonable number of key species 
increases the evaluation to moderate. It should be noted that this is quite 
low on the moderate scale.’ Medium 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

Medium-Low 

Scale of landscape effect Effects directly upon grassland areas only, no effects upon SINC areas, 
wetland or semi natural areas.  These areas preserved and enhanced 
through management locally as a result of solar development. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Low 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (landscape habitats) 

 

LH016 Valley Lakes 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Freshwater bodies, swamps and associated reedbeds form a mosiac, with 
smaller areas of semi-natural habitats within the AA.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Importance is recognised by SSSI and particularly SAC over part of site, 
the mosaic of adjacent habitats within Aspect Area also contribute to the 
value as do a number of important key species.’ 

Exceptional 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon landscape habitats, development not within the 
AA .  

Geographical extent Localised effects, site. Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 
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Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (landscape habitats) 

 

LH015 Llyn Traffwll 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Freshwater body surrounded with a mosaic of semi-natural habitats 
(Bracken, Marshy Grassland etc.) adjacent to the south and by reedbeds 
and associated damp/wet habitats including marshy grassland in the 
wider vicinity.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Importance is recognised by SSSI designation on the waterbody, the 
mosaic of adjacent habitats within Aspect Area also contribute to the 
value’ 

High 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon landscape habitats, development not within the 
AA. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site. Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change. 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (landscape habitats) 

 

LH024 RAF Valley Airfields 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘An extensive area of dune grassland that is criss-crossed by aircraft 
runways.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Much of the area is dune grassland which is an internationally important 
habitat but the area is only designated a SINC in part with limited 
statutory designation (v. small part SSSI) that would confer greater 
ecological value. Also the presence of RAF Airbase is likely to limit the 
ecological value in some respects. Evaluated as high, due to the high 
habitat score (LH43) and the high number of protected species records.’ 

High 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon landscape habitats, development not within the 
AA. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site. Negligible. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Negligible. 
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Magnitude of landscape effect No Change. 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (landscape habitats) 

 

Historic Landscape Aspect Areas - HL079 Inland Southern Anglesey (Host Area), HL016 Fieldscape 
Central East, HL026 RAF Valley 

HL079 Inland Southern Anglesey (Host Area) 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Good in that much survives in good condition but this needs to be set 
against the challenges of the agricultural sector in Anglesey. Field 
patterns may survive in good condition but farm buildings are more at 
risk.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Of national value as the historic landscape evidence for the granary of 
Wales.’ 

Exceptional 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (with regard to Historic Landscape) 

Scale of landscape effect Effects directly upon grassland field areas only, no direct effects upon 
noted historic landscape features, farm buildings or field boundaries.   

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect Low 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (historic landscape) 

 

HL016 Fieldscape Central East 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Area subject to the pressures of any rural landscape including 
depopulation and the redundancy of historic farm buildings.’ 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Of national value (on the whole) as a broad landscape area in which it is 
difficult to differentiate but which contains many disparate patterns 
which illustrate and exemplify Anglesey's evolution as a primarily rural 
area.’ 

Exceptional 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (with regard to Historic Landscape) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon the AA and no effects upon noted historic 
landscape features, farm buildings or field boundaries.   

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 
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Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (historic landscape) 

 

HL026 RAF Valley 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
‘Fair' in that the hoard was identified but its exact discovery spot is 
unknown. 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

‘Of international value for the Llyn Cerrig Bach votive hoard.’ 

Exceptional 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (with regard to Historic Landscape) 

Scale of landscape effect No direct effects upon the AA and no effects upon noted historic 
landscape features, farm buildings or field boundaries.   

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. Low 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of landscape effect No Change 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect (historic landscape) 

 

Cultural Landscape Services Aspect Areas – CLS017 Central Smooth Belt and CLS026 Caergeiliog craggy 
lowland 

1.1.3 The Cultural Landscape Aspect areas combine many criteria from the other Landmap areas, so are not 
assessed in terms of landscape effect, however the following criteria is highlighted from each AA. 

CLS017 Central Smooth Belt 

 Perceptual and sensory qualities – Tranquil 

 Sense of place/ local distinctiveness – Weak 

 Visual and sensory landscape evaluation – Moderate 

 Justification of Visual & Sensory landscape value – Mainly moderate and low 

 Scenic quality – Moderate 

 Geological Landscape evaluation - Over 75% High or outstanding 

 Landscape Habitats evaluation - Over 75% Low 

 Historic Landscape evaluation - Over 75% High or outstanding 

 Feeling of Welsh national identity in the authority - Approximately 57% of people in the area 
identify as Welsh. 

CLS026 Caergeiliog craggy lowland 

 Perceptual and sensory qualities – Tranquil 

 Sense of place/ local distinctiveness – Moderate 
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 Visual and sensory landscape evaluation – Moderate 

 Justification of Visual & Sensory landscape value – Mainly moderate 

 Scenic quality – Moderate 

 Geological Landscape evaluation - Over 75% High or outstanding 

 Landscape Habitats evaluation - Mosaic of: Moderate, Low, High or outstanding 

 Historic Landscape evaluation - Over 75% High or outstanding 

 Feeling of Welsh national identity in the authority - Approximately 57% of people in the area 
identify as Welsh. 

 

Landscape Receptors 

 

Anglesey AONB 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
High. National landscape designation, little scope to accommodate 
change without affecting integrity. 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

High (Exceptional) National designation. Coastline of high landscape 
value, leisure and recreational destination. 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High – AONB an area of special recognised value through use, perception, 
historic and cultural associations.  

Scale of landscape effect Deployment areas not within the AONB, at the closest point the AONB is 
c.1.15 km from Development Area 6. No direct landscape effects. Due to 
limited vertical scale of the solar arrays and undulating local landscape, 
with scrub and trees, no potential for aesthetic and perceptual aspects of 
the AONB to be affected. Negligible. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. No effects upon AONB. N/A. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). No effects upon the 
AONB. N/A. 

Magnitude of landscape effect Negligible 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor - Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect upon the AONB 

 

Tywyn Trewan Common 
BASELINE Susceptibility to 

change 
High, open common land, could not accommodate development 

Value of 
landscape 
receptor 

High, provides opportunity for public amenity by way of open 
unrestricted access. 

Sensitivity of 
landscape 
receptor 

High 
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Scale of landscape effect Deployment areas are not within the common land, c.1.2 km from 
Development Area 4, closest Development Area.  No direct landscape 
effects. Due to limited vertical scale of the solar arrays, undulating local 
landscape, with scrub and trees. Very limited potential for aesthetic and 
perceptual aspects of the common to be affected through intervisibility. 
No affect upon access to and within the common. Minor. 

Geographical extent Localised effects, site and immediate setting. No effects upon common. 
N/A. 

Duration and reversibility of effect Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). No effects upon the 
Common Land. N/A. 

Magnitude of landscape effect Negligible. 

Level of Landscape Effect 
(Significance) 

Minor - Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT landscape effect upon the common 
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1.2 VISUAL ASSESSMENT, BASELINE VIEWPOINTS 
 

Table 5.2: Baseline Viewpoints 

Viewpoint 
reference Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

VP1 
 

Tywyn Trewan 
Common 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.1.35 km (Development 
Area 4) 

Users of the common area. 

 

Direction 
from site 

South West 

NGR 232916, 375833 

Ground 
level 

c.6m aod 

VP1 Baseline Views:  

The viewpoint is located upon the northern edge of Tywyn Trewan Common aligned to the north east in the direction of DA 
4 (closest) and DA and 5. The viewpoint illustrates the low lying nature of the central area, focussed upon the common and 
the Valley Wetlands nature reserve. Beyond this area and the corridor of the Afon Crigyll watercourse the landscape gently 
rises, a pastoral landscape, distant views restricted by vegetation. Visibility to individual properties and the rising low hills 
beyond the A55 corridor to the north.  Overhead electricity transmission line in near view. RAF Valley Airfield to the south 
(out of view). 

Viewpoint located with LCA 18: Valley Airfield Environs and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 

VP2 
 

Valley Wetlands 
/ Cerrig Cynrig 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.1.6 km (DA 4) 

Users of the public footpath (appear limited 
use), local individual residential properties. 
 

Direction 
from site 

West 

NGR 232474, 376125 

Ground 
level 

c.9m aod 

VP2 Baseline Views:  

The viewpoint is located upon a public footpath that links the common area to the south with the Llyn Traffwll reservoir 
area in the north. The viewpoint illustrates the flat low lying nature of the agricultural area with gently rising land to the 
east and north. The scale of the local flat landscape in comparison to the more enclosed and vegetated surrounding areas 
is apparent, long distance views filtered and restricted by intermediate vegetation. Generally, a rural aspect with villages 
visible upon rising land to the north east and north west. Overhead electricity transmission line in near view and RAF Valley 
Airfield to the south (out of viewing angle). 

Viewpoint located with LCA 18: Valley Airfield Environs and theoretical visibility to Development DA 4 & 5 

VP3 
 

Local lane clos to 
Pen y Bryn / 
public footpath, 
east of 
Development 
Area 5. 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.780m (DA 5) 

Users of the public footpath (appear very 
limited use), local individual residential 
properties and travellers upon the lane, very 
limited use. 
 

Direction 
from site 

South east 

NGR 235348, 376203 

Ground 
level 

c.25m aod 
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Viewpoint 
reference 

Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

VP3 Baseline Views:  

Viewpoint beside a local lane, set on bank above road surface and close to a public footpath. The location is representative 
of the undulating agricultural landscape to the east of the study area, gently rising above the central study area. The mature 
hedgerows, blocks of scrub within the pastoral landscape are noticeable feature, views to occasional individual property 
and farm. A line of electricity pylons cross the view (the same line that passes through Development Area 4 & 5). Views 
north to the eastern edge of Bryngwran, set beyond the A55 corridor (predominantly screened).  

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to Development Areas 4 & 5 

VP4 
 

Local Road 
(between 
Development 
Area 4 and 5) 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

15m (VP set within area of 
DA5) 

Road users primarily. But also, a guide to 
nearby residential and tourist 
accommodation 

Direction 
from site 

East of Development Area 
4 

NGR 234374, 376668 

Ground 
level 

c.14m aod 

VP4 Baseline Views: 

Viewpoint is located within the field of DA 5, but selected to represent views from the road corridor to the southern area 
of DA 4. There was no safe location beside road, so location within DA 5 selected. The local farm buildings / properties 
associated with Plas Llechylched (Plas Farm) are prominent within the view. Trees around Development Area 4 evident, no 
distant views possible due to near built form and vegetation beside the road corridor. 

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to Development Areas 4 & 5 

VP5 
 

Local road, close 
to the entrance 
to Plas-
Llechylched 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.22m (Development Area 
4) 

Road users primarily. But also, a guide to 
nearby residential and tourist 
accommodation 

Direction 
from site 

East 

NGR 234437, 376918 

Ground 
level 

c.11m aod 

VP5 Baseline Views:   

Viewpoint located beside the local road that passes between DA 4 and 5. Viewpoint location immediately borders DA 4, DA 
5 beyond near field. Visibility is generally screened the mature field / roadside hedge to DA 4, however views are possible 
to the internal grass field of DA 4 as it gently rises up towards Plas llechylched (Plas Farm) grouping. The mature tree 
coverage around the grouping of buildings locally prominent. Limited distant visibility due to near hedgerow. Overhead line 
of electricity pylons a substantial built element within the view.  

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 

VP6 
Local road, close 
to Caer Ddol 
Farm 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.44m (Development Area 
4) 

Road users, users of national cycle network 
and limited residential 

Direction 
from site 

North east 

NGR 234343, 377121 

Ground 
level 

c.11m aod 
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Viewpoint 
reference 

Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

VP6 Baseline Views: 

The viewpoint is taken from a field access gate, the future access gate to the DA 4, which allows open views into the western 
area of the area as viewpoint located immediately upon the site boundary. Views from other areas on the local road corridor 
are generally screened by the mature roadside hedgerow. DA4 ground levels descend gradually towards the western 
boundary, towards the Valley Wetlands area and distant views west to rising landscape beyond around Llyn Traffwll. Near 
views focused to agricultural barn that will remain in use within DA 4, with the line of electricity pylons that cross the DA 
visible beyond. 

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to Development Areas3, 4 & 5 

VP7 

Local road close 
to the entrance 
to Plas-
Llechylched  

 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.16m (Development Area 
5) 

Road users 

 

Direction 
from site 

West 

NGR 234374, 376692 

Ground 
level 

c.14m aod 

VP7 Baseline Views:   

Viewpoint aligned with views over DA 5, positioned in what will be the entrance gate to the plot. Clear views to the gently 
sloping pastoral field, bound by mature hedgerows. The hedgerow and wall on the north eastern boundary an attractive 
feature. The line of electricity pylons cross the field forming vertical elements, a visual focus. As levels within the DA rise to 
a central point, distant views over the area are restricted, only the roof of the adjoining property (Tyn Rhos) can be seen. 
The mature hedgerow that borders the site and the local road is evident, distant views are limited to the southern fringes 
of Bryngwran, upon locally rising slopes to the north, beyond the A55 corridor (not visible). Partial visibility to near farm to 
the south, Ty Croes. 

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 

VP8 
Road, close to 
Tyn Rhos 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.15m (Development Area 
5) 

Road users – predominantly vehicles, also 
nearby individual residential. 

National Cycle Network – Route 8 

Direction 
from site 

North 

NGR 234703, 376865 

Ground 
level 

14m aod 

VP8 Baseline Views: 

Viewpoint aligned with views over the northern area of DA 5. Positioned at a field access gap in the mature roadside 
hedgerow. Similar baseline view to VP 7 in terms of surrounding features, however more of the internal area is visible. The 
pylons remain a visual focus, the surrounding properties more evident, the near Tyn Rhos, Ty Croes farm to the south and 
the buildings associated with Plas Llechylched (Plas Farm) in the west. Garden area of Tyn Rhos immediately adjoins the site 
area, limited garden vegetation and open post and wire boundary fence. 

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 

VP9 
Caer Elen 
North of Llyn 
Trafwll 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.640m 

Road users, part of National Cycle Network. 

Direction 
from site 

West (Development Area 
4) 
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Viewpoint 
reference 

Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

NGR 232585, 377913 

Ground 
level 

c.31m aod 

VP9 Baseline Views: 

The hillside location provides locally elevated views over the study area to the south, a panorama that extends over the 
lower lying wetlands and common towards RAF Valley Airfield and the coastal zone. The near area is formed by sloping 
pastoral fields, mature hedgerows and areas of scrub land upon the rocky outcrop areas. The water body of Llyn Traffwll 
forms a notable feature to the south. Views to the nearby village of Llanfihangel and limited visibility to the A55 corridor. 
Viewpoint set beneath a transmission mast with electricity pylons perceptible to the east but of a small scale.  

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to all of the solar DAs. 

VP10 
Local Road, 
close to Arfryn. 
 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.120m (Development 
Area 6) 

Road users, plus nearby individual residential 
/ touring caravan site. 

Direction 
from site 

North east 

NGR 232066, 377917 

Ground 
level 

c.17m aod 

VP10 Baseline Views: 

The location offers locally elevated views over the northern area of DA 6. The field structure (scrub boundaries) and rough 
grazing of the site are evident. The line of electricity pylons can be seen crossing the near area, the line emerges after 
passing underground via the village to the south east. Properties and built form on the eastern edge of Caergeiliog are 
visible upon the rising land to the west. Farmhouse within DA 6 Glan y Gors visible, upon local raised area, which screens 
visibility to the water body of Llyn Dinam to the south west. Long distant views to the south towards rock outcrops close to 
RAF Valley Airfield. 

Viewpoint located with LCA 5: North West Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 6 only. 

VP11 
Tros Lon (public 
footpath) 
 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.81m (Development Area 
6) 

Users of public footpath (appears very 
limited use) and nearby individual 
residential. 

Direction 
from site 

West 

NGR 231476, 377976 

Ground 
level 

c.13m aod 

VP11 Baseline Views: 

The location offers locally elevated views over the lower lying DA 6, views over the northern area of the DA towards the 
location of VP10. The location illustrates the scale of the power lines that cross the site and the setting of the village of 
Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn in the east. The village is slightly elevated above the DA, the roofs of numerous houses visible, as 
well as large blocks of surrounding scrub and tree cover.   

Viewpoint located with LCA 5: North West Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 6 only. 

VP12 
View over Llyn 
Traffwll 
 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.685m (Development 
Area 6) 

Users of public footpath (appears very limited 
use) 
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Viewpoint 
reference 

Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

Direction 
from site 

East (DA 6) 

NGR 232452, 377355 

Ground 
level 

c.27m aod 

VP12 Baseline Views: 

The location offers panoramic views south over the central study area, focused on Llyn Traffwll and the Valley Wetlands 
area, extending to the common. The location allows distant views beyond the study area to low ridge lines and east to the 
village of Bryngwran. The A55 corridor and the electricity pylons a small scale feature to the north east. Distant views to 
RAF Valley Airfield and the coastal zone. Similar aspect to VP9. 

Viewpoint located on the boundary between LCA 17 and 18 and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5. 

VP13 
Dinam Fawr 
footpath 
 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.855m (Development 
Area 4) 

Users of public footpath (appears very limited 
use) and nearby individual residential. 

Direction 
from site 

West 

NGR 230631, 377805 

Ground 
level 

c.18m aod 

VP13 Baseline Views: 

The location illustrates the visibility levels from the west of the study area, located between Caergeiliog and the railway 
corridor which forms the AONB boundary (c.1km away). The lower lying area of Llyn Dinam forms the main element in the 
near view, DA 6 beyond to the north east beyond the Glan y Gors farmhouse. The village of Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn forms 
the intermediate horizon. Residential areas associated with RAF Valley visible to the south. Pylons located within DA 6 
noticeable, forming visual markers. Gorse covered rocky outcrops around the lake and wetland areas form attractive 
landscape features.  

Viewpoint located with LCA 5: North West Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 6 only. 

VP14 
Llanfairyneubwll 
(north of) 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.1.25 km (Development 
Area 6) 

Local road users (low vehicle numbers), also 
part of the National Cycle Network Route 8 
and <200m from the AONB. 

Direction 
from site 

South west 

NGR 230384, 377002 

Ground 
level 

c.16m aod 

VP14 Baseline Views: 

The location illustrates the visibility levels from the west of the study area, a similar area to VP13 upon a locally elevated 
point as the road crosses the railway line. The AONB boundary c.150m to the south. The local landscape to the east 
undulating with areas of rough grazing, gorse and rocky outcrops, visibility to the water bodies screened by landform and 
vegetation. Views to north east towards Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn forms the intermediate horizon, and partial visibility to DA 
6. Localised blocks of vegetation screen and filter many local views. Partial visibility to the south to the buildings associated 
with RAF Valley.  

Viewpoint located with LCA 5: North West Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 5 & 6. 

VP15 Tywyn Trewan 
Common / 

Distance 
from site 

c.3.2 km (Development 
Area 4) 

Walkers upon the Isle of Anglesey Coastal 
Path (close to the boundary of the AONB) and 
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Viewpoint 
reference 

Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

Dunes, Cymyran 
Bay 

(closest 
array) 

visitors to the Tywyn Trewan Common area 

Direction 
from site 

South 

NGR 231754, 374242 

Ground 
level 

c.12m aod 

VP15 Baseline Views: 

The viewpoint is located upon the sand dunes close to Rhosneigr Bay, close range views over the RAF Valley Airfield, this 
vast area dominates views to the north. Beyond the airfield the rail corridor, and isolated properties fronting it, form the 
intermediate horizon. Ground level views into the main common area and Valley Wetlands beyond screened by 
intermediate landform and scrub vegetation / Gorse coverage. Low lying hills to the north east form the distant horizon, 
rising above the A55 corridor (not visible). 

Viewpoint located with LCA 18: Valley Airfield Environs and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 

VP16 
Local Road near 
Bryn Madog 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.270m 

Road users and partially representative of 
local residential 

Direction 
from site 

South  (Development Area 
4 & 5) 

NGR 234295, 375572 

Ground 
level 

c.20m aod 

VP16 Baseline Views: 

The viewpoint is aligned with views to the west from the local road, which passes between DA 4 and 5. It is possible to see 
over the gently rolling pastoral landscape towards the blocks of tree cover that surround DA 3. Distant views possible over 
the lower lying valley wetlands area, the rock outcrops noticeable. Settlement of Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn forms the 
intermediate horizon,  

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 5. 

VP17 Bryngwran 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.520m (Development 
Area 5) 

Residential (properties on the southern edge 
of the village) Location representative of 
elevated views from village to the north of the 
solar Development Areas 

 

Direction 
from site 

North (Development Area 
5) 

NGR 235016, 377262 

Ground 
level 

c.36m aod 

VP17  Baseline Views: 

The location offers elevated views from the southern fringe of the village, the closest settlement to DA 4 and 5. The A55 
corridor is visible within the near zone as ground levels descend, over the Valley Wetlands and Tywyn Trewan Common, 
towards RAF Valley Airfield and the coastal zone. Visibility into the pastoral fields of DA 4 and 5. To the south west, partial 
visibility to Llyn Traffwll and the village of Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn forms the intermediate horizon, with Holy Island 
perceptible beyond forming the distant horizon.  

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 
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Viewpoint 
reference 

Name Location Receptors (type and relative numbers) 

VP18 
Landscape 
north of the A55 
/ A5 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

c.975m (Development 
Area 4) 

Location representative of views from the 
rising agricultural landscape north of the A55 
/ west of Bryngwran. 

 

Direction 
from site 

North (DA 4) 

NGR 234034, 378259 

Ground 
level 

c.23m aod 

VP18 Baseline Views: 

Location offers elevated views south over the study area, similar to VP17, but from within the typical small scale agricultural 
landscape, the screening of near hedgerows and scrub blocks is evident. Channelled views to the lower lying areas to the 
south, in the vicinity of DA 4 and 5. The arable landscape, field structure and farmsteads evident. Near electricity line visible, 
distant views to the line of pylons that pass through DA 4 and 5. Visibility to the near road corridors predominantly screened 

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 

VP19 
A55 (east of the 
Caergeiliog 
junction) 

Distance 
from site 
(closest 
array) 

 

c.650m (Development 
Area 4) 

Located adjacent to the A5, to represent 
views from main transportation route 
through the island (A55) within the study 
area. Road users 

 

Direction 
from site 

North west 

NGR 234028, 377953 

Ground 
level 

c.16m aod 

VP19 Baseline Views: 

The location allows views over the intermediate field between the A5 and A55 to the dual carriageway corridor.  The 
pastoral fields of DA 4 can be seen, surrounded by mature hedgerows, blocks and trees, scrub and individual residential and 
farm buildings. The pylons that pass through DA 4 and 5 form notable vertical features, which combined with the road 
structures form urbanising elements linked to the road corridor. Viewpoint illustrates the general mature nature of 
vegetation beside the road corridor which limits the overall extent and duration of views for travellers.  

Viewpoint located with LCA 17: West Central Anglesey and theoretical visibility to DA 4 & 5 
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1.3 VISUAL ASSESSMENT, RESIDENTIAL RECEPTORS – ASSESSMENT TABLES 
All properties: 

Susceptibility to 
change 

Residents (property not accessible so view considered from closest road /  
publicly accessible location. Supplemented by consideration of views from  
within the site and analysis of aerial photography. High 

Value of view No recognition of importance in local planning policy or published  
literature. Views are likely to be valued by the residents and visitors to the  
properties. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High 

 

Development Area 4 

P4R1, Plas Llechylched (Plas Farm) 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.10m to the boundary of Development Area 4, but c.60m from the closest 
arrays. 

Scale of visual effect The property is located close to the central area of Development Area 4, the 
arrays of the Development Area surround the property spanning from the north 
east to the south west. The site ownership immediately adjoins the garden of the 
property but a minimum clear standoff zone of 50m wide is incorporated into the 
solar array design. The intervening clear strip will remain as pastoral grassland for 
grazing. A new native hedgerow with hedge trees is to be planted upon the fenced 
boundary to the solar arrays. Main views to the Development Area are likely to 
be from the rear and side elevation and garden area that are orientated to the 
west. Ground level views south are filtered by near garden vegetation but upper 
storey windows would have extensive visibility. The property is set upon a 
localised high point, ground levels descend gently to the west and south. Views 
from front elevation predominantly screened by near vegetation. High scale of 
effect. No visibility to any of the other Development Areas. 

Geographical extent Direct views from western elevation to arrays from a distance of c.60m up to 
>400m. Views focused to areas at the rear (western) and first floor southern (side) 
of property. A high level of change over the local and intermediate area. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation (where 
applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow will filter closest ground level views but due to viewing 
angle, large (but more distant areas) of the DA likely to remain visible. 
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P4R2, Grouping of 1 - Yr Hen Grouglofft Gwar 2 -  Y Cerbyty, 3 - Y Stablau (1 & 2), , 4 - Yr Hen Laethdy 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

Line of converted / in conversion barns. c.20m from the site boundary,  

closest point. 

Scale of visual effect The properties are arranged fronting an internal courtyard, from this area there 
would be no views to the solar arrays of Development Area 4, visibility to the 
Development Area 4 arrays will be focused to views north when entering the 
grounds of the property upon the entrance drive, but these are also filtered by 
coniferous vegetation. Visibility is most likely from the rear elevation of the 
properties in views to the south west towards the coastal zone. Despite the site 
area covering the field immediately adjoining the properties, a large area of the 
site has been left clear of solar deployment, in order to reduce the scale of 
visual effects and allow the views to the south west to remain. This clear area 
immediately adjoining the properties will be left as pastoral grazing land, as 
currently found. Despite the separation distance, the solar arrays of 
Development Area 4 will be highly perceptible in angled views to the south west 
and west over the gently descending fields of the site. A new native hedgerow is 
proposed to the solar boundary within this area which would screen ground 
level views further over time. There would be no visibility to the main areas of 
Development Area 4 to the north west and north east.   A medium change in 
view focussed to rear elevations. No visibility to any of the other Development 
Areas.  

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but landscape 
mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Near visibility will reduce over time as 
perimeter hedgerow matures. 

Geographical extent Direct views from southern elevation to arrays from a distance of c.80m to 
c.250m. Views focused to windows at the rear of properties. A medium range and 
level of view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium-High  

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major-Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation (where 
applicable) 

 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow will filter the closest ground level views and due to viewing 
angle and site specific topography, will also filter large and more distant areas of 
the DA. 

 

P4R3, Caer Ddol 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c. 23m to the north of Development Area 4 boundary but c.60m from the closest 
array. 

Scale of visual effect The property is located close to (overlooking) the north eastern boundary of 
Development Area 4. The arrays of Development Area 4 set within the field that 
the property overlooks. The site ownership immediately adjoins the road 
opposite the property but a minimum clear standoff zone of 50m is incorporated 
into the solar array design. This will remain as grazed grassland / meadow fringes. 
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A mature hedgerow borders the road corridor which screens and filters ground 
level views, but views are still considered possible from upper storey side 
elevation windows only over the arrays extending to the south west towards Plas 
Llechylched (Plas Farm grouping). Views to the electricity pylons that cross the 
field to the south west remain.  A high scale of effect focussed to the upper storey 
side windows. Potential distant visibility to small areas of  Development Area 5, 
beyond intervening hedgerows. 

Geographical extent Direct views from front upper elevation over the arrays from a distance of c.60m 
to c.500m over the gently descending field (of arrays) to the south west. A near 
to medium range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but landscape 
mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerow (and hedge trees) to be managed 
to a greater height to filter views in short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation (where 
applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow and hedge trees will filter near ground level views and 
some distant views however due to the separation distance large areas of the 
DA likely to remain visible, but remain focused to upper storey windows. 

 

P4R4, Gefaely Y Gof, Hen Gwet Tac Ceffylau 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

Main residence and associated converted barns / some in construction.  
c.26m from the site boundary, closest point, but c.80m from the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect The property is arranged fronting an internal courtyard, from this area there 
would be no views to the solar arrays of Development Area 4, visibility to the 
Development Area 4 arrays will be focused to views north when entering the 
grounds of the property upon the entrance drive, but these are also filtered by 
coniferous vegetation. Visibility is most likely from the rear elevation of the 
property to the south west towards the coastal zone. Despite the site area 
covering the field immediately adjoining the property, a large area of the site has 
been left clear of solar deployment, in order to reduce the scale of visual effects 
and allow the views to the south west to remain. This clear area immediately 
adjoining the property will be left as pastoral grazing land, as currently found. 
Despite the separation distance the solar arrays of Development Area 4 will be 
highly perceptible in angled views to the south west and west over the gently 
descending fields of the site. A new native hedgerow is proposed to the solar 
boundary within this area which would screen ground level views further over 
time. There would be no visibility to the main areas of Development Area 4 to the 
north west and north east.   A medium change in view focussed to rear elevations. 
No visibility to any of the other Development Areas.  

Geographical extent Direct views from southern elevation to arrays from a distance of c.80m to 
c.250m. Views focused to windows at the rear of properties.  

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Near visibility will reduce over 
time as perimeter hedgerow matures. 
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Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium-High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation (where 
applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow will filter the closest ground level views but due to viewing 
angle and site specific topography, slightly elevated views remain to the more 
distant areas of the DA. 

 

P4R5, Pen Bont 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.27m to the north of Development Area4, but c.50m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect The property is located beside the northern boundary of Development Area 4, 
western area, beyond the lane. The arrays of Development Area 4 are set within 
the field the property overlooks, although the side elevation fronts the site, the 
front elevation aligned to the south east, along the northern site boundary 
offering aligned views. The site ownership immediately adjoins the lane opposite 
the property but a minimum clear standoff zone of 50m is incorporated into the 
solar array design to reduce the scale of effect.  A mature hedgerow borders the 
road corridor on both sides,  which filters ground level views and filters some 
views from upper storeys, although distant views remain. Despite the hedgerow 
visibility is still likely to be possible from upper storey side elevation windows 
(two) and obliquely aligned from the front and rear elevations over the arrays to 
the south.  A high-medium scale of effect. No visibility to any of the other 
Development Areas. 

HIGH magnitude 

Geographical extent Direct views from side upper elevation and aligned obliquely from front and rear 
elevation over the arrays from a distance of c.60m to >c.400m over the gently 
rising field (of arrays) to the south and east.  A near to medium range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but landscape 
mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerow upon site boundary to be 
managed to a greater height to filter views further in the short term, hedge trees 
added. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation  

(where applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow and hedge trees will further filter near ground level views 
and some distant views however due to the separation distance large areas of 
the DA likely to remain visible, but views remain focused to upper storey 
windows. 
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P4R6, Dolafon 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.42m to the north of Development Area 4 and c.60m to the closest solar array. 
In addition, Development Area 5 c.220m to the south east. 

Scale of visual effect The property is at the junction of two local lanes, the side (southern) elevation is 
closest to Development Area 4, fronting a mature garden area, with mature trees 
both sides of the lane.  The site ownership immediately adjoins the road opposite 
the property. A mature hedgerow (with large trees and scrub) borders the road 
corridor which screens and filters ground level views, but filtered views are still 
likely to be possible from upper storey side elevation windows only over the 
eastern area of Development Area 4, (focused to winter months).  Visibility to 
Development Area 5 screened by near nature trees around local road crossroad. 
A ‘Medium – Low’ scale of effect, due to building orientation and near mature 
tree cover. No visibility to any of the other Development Areas. 

Geographical extent Direct views from side upper elevation over the arrays from a distance of c.60m 
to >250m over the gently rising field (of arrays) to the south west. A medium 
range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but landscape 
mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerow by road corridor to be managed 
to a greater height to filter views, hedge trees added. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major - a SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation  

(where applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow and hedge trees will filter near ground level views and 
some distant views however due to the separation distance large areas of the 
DA likely to remain visible, but remain focused to upper storey (side and rear) 
windows. 

 

P4R7, Ty Capel Hebron (Property next to) 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.90 m to the north of Development Area 4 and c.250m north west of 
Development Area 5 

Scale of visual effect All views to the closest site, Development Area 4, screened due to the alignment 
of the property and distribution of near built form limiting views to the south 
west. Potential for visibility to Development Area 5 in the south east, but only 
from upper storey front elevation windows. Ground level views screened by 
near and intermediate hedgerows. Due to the limited change in ground levels 
and intervening vegetation only a small area of Development Area 5 is likely to 
be visible, set within the wider pastoral grassland landscape surrounded by 
mature hedgerows. A low / negligible scale of effect due to separation distance 
and overall area of site likely to be visible. No visibility to any of the other 
Development Areas. 

Geographical extent Angled views from front elevation upper storey to Development Area 5, >250m 
to the south east. A small change in view.  
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Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Hedgerow 
by road corridor (around Development Area) to be managed to a greater height 
to filter views. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P4R8, Gwaenfynyddd 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.95m to the south of Development Area 4, but c.230m to the closest array 
within Development Area 4.  

Property is also c.200m south west of Development Area 5. 

Scale of visual effect All potential visibility to Development Area  5 is screened by mature tree cover 
and hedgerows in the intervening area. Potential for limited visibility to the 
north from the side elevation of the property towards a small area within the 
southern zone of Development Area  4. Visibility is likely to be filtered by 
intermediate hedgerows and a locally prominent line of wind swept Pine trees. 
The proposed mitigation hedgerow upon the south eastern boundary of the site 
would filter visibility further over time. No views to the main areas of 
Development Area  4 screened by intermediate vegetation and the built form 
around Plas LLechylched. A low to negligible scale of effect due to separation 
distance and overall limited area of site predicted to be visible. No visibility to 
any of the other Development Areas. 

Geographical extent Angled views from side elevation likely upper storey to Development Area 4, 
>230m to the north east. A small change in view.  

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Proposed 
mitigation to remain, long term benefit. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low - Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P4R9, Pandy Cymond 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.100m to the north-west of Development Area 4 

Scale of visual effect Property (including holiday accommodation units) set within small scale shallow 
valley surrounded by mature tree cover and ornamental gardens. It is 
considered that all views to the site area are screened by near and intermediate 
vegetation and the orientation of the property, main frontage aligned to the 
east, away from the site to the south. As there is no visibility, a negligible scale 
of effect. No visibility to any of the other Development Areas. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Proposed 
mitigation to remain, long term benefit. 

Magnitude of visual Negligible 
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effect 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Development Area 5 

 

P5R1, Tyn Rhos 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

30m to the east of Development Area  5 (site boundary) and c.80m from the 
closest array  within Development Area  5. 
 

Scale of visual effect The property is set within the north east corner of the field that hosts 
Development Area 5, the rear elevation looks over the open garden with post and 
wire fence to the pasture field. There is no screening or garden vegetation. 
Although the Development Area adjoins the property an offset zone clear of 
development has been incorporated into the layout to reduce the scale of visual 
effects. Upon the boundary to the Development Area a new native hedgerow 
with hedge trees is proposed which will further screen views to the arrays from 
the property over time. The change of field coverage beyond the clear zone will 
be prominent, visibility to the rear and under sides of the arrays, a large scale 
feature, but contained within the near field boundaries rising gently to the south 
west. Views to surrounding areas remain as the baseline and effects focused to 
the rear, west elevation and garden only. A large scale change from the rear and 
western side elevation windows. Views to electricity pylons that cross the field 
remain, and middle and long distance views unaffected. Limited potential for 
highly oblique visibility to Development Area 4 (eastern boundary) but of a very 
small scale. 

Geographical extent Direct views from rear elevation over the arrays from a distance of c.80m to 
c.400m over the gently rising field (of solar arrays) to the south west.  A near to 
medium range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerow and hedge trees upon 
the site boundary to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation (where 
applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation hedgerow upon site boundary will filter the closest ground level 
views but due to gently rising topography of the DA, views to internal areas to 
remain, particularly from 1st floor windows. 

 

P5R2, Ty Croes 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.105m to the south of Development Area  5 and c.380m to the arrays within 
Development Area  4. 
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Scale of visual effect Farmhouse located to the south of Development Area  5 at a ground level 
slightly above the Development Area. Views would be focussed from the 
northern elevation of the property which is the property’s side elevation with 
few windows. The property’s main elevations are orientated away from the site. 
The arrays of Development Area  5 would be perceptible from the upper storey 
side windows, set within the established field structure which, combined with 
the angle of view, will limit the overall visible area of the site. A medium scale 
change in views to the north, focussed to the upper storey northern side 
elevation. No visibility to any of the other Development Area. 

Geographical extent Direct views from side elevation (northern) over the arrays from a distance of 
c.105m to c.350m over the gently descending field (of arrays) to the north.  A 
near to medium range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Perimeter hedgerow upon the 
site boundary to be managed to a greater height to filter / screen views over 
time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P5R3, Y Ddol 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.154m to the south of Development Area  5 

Scale of visual effect Bungalow fronting the local road, Development Area 5 is to the north and the 
main elevations of the property are to the west and south. All views to the 
Development Area are screened by variations in topography and intervening 
hedgerows. No visibility to any of the other Development Areas.  

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Proposed 
mitigation to remain, long term benefit. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Development Area  6 

 
P6R1, Glan Gors 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

Within the Development Area  6 site boundary, although closest array is c.80m to 
the east.  

Scale of visual effect Although the farm is located within the boundary of the solar Development Area, 
it is not financially connected to the scheme. The solar development focussed to 
the fields to the north east of the property due to ecological reasons and ground 
conditions. Near fields and those to the south to be retained and enhanced for 
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ecological benefit. Visual effects would be noticeable on entrance drive to the 
property although drive is bound by mature hedgerows on both sides. Property is 
aligned with front elevation to the north east, views likely screened by near 
mature tree cover and rear elevation to the south west is aligned away from the 
site. Potential for oblique views to the east from side elevation (limited windows) 
and focussed to first floor. Only a small area within the southern area of the site 
is therefore likely to be perceptible, the change from grassland grazing to arrays, 
set within the field structure, the main feature. A medium  scale change in views 
to the east, focussed upper storey eastern side elevation. Overall, the main views 
from the property remain unaffected. No visibility to any of the other 
Development Area areas. 

Geographical extent Direct views from side elevation (eastern) over the arrays from a distance of 
c.80m to c.300m over the arrays to the east. Limited visibility to the main areas 
of the site in the north.  A near to medium range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Perimeter hedgerows upon the 
site boundary to be managed to a greater height to filter / screen views over 
time, notably on entrance drive. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 
P6R2, Old School House (2 properties) 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.11m to the north of Development Area 6, but c.60m to the closest array 

Scale of visual effect Two storey properties set within a localised depression, at the most visible there 
will be the potential for views to the north western corner of Development Area  
6, and only from southern elevation 1st floor windows. Views are screened and 
filtered by near tree and scrub cover and the gorse covered rock outcrop within 
the Development Area. Overall area of site that is potentially visible is small,  
and when visible the shaded rear elevation of the arrays seen set within a 
mature landscape structure of hedgerows and trees. Development would not 
restrict any current distant views. Low scale change in view, small proportion of 
view occupied by the site.  No visibility to the other solar Development Areas.  

Geographical extent Filtered views from rear elevation (southern) over the arrays from a distance of 
c.60m to c.120m over the arrays to the south.  A near range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerow / scrub upon the site boundary to be managed to a greater height to 
filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate-Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 
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P6R3, 1 – 31 Tudor Court 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.25m – c.185m to the south-east of Development Area  6 site boundary, but 
c.340m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect Grouping of properties for service personnel linked to the nearby RAF base. 
Medium to long range distance to the solar arrays, properties orientated east to 
west away from the solar Development Area  to the north. Ground level views 
screened by intermediate hedgerows and vegetation. At the most visible 
potential for distant oblique views north to the arrays within the southern area 
of the plot. Site would form a very small scale feature set within the established 
field structure. Low - negligible change in the view.  

Geographical extent Oblique northern views, a distance of c.340m to >500m (barely perceptible). A 
long range view.  

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerow / scrub upon the site boundary to be managed to a greater height to 
filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low-Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P6R4, Cae’r Pwll 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.30m to the north of Development Area  6, c.60m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect The bungalow fronts the local road corridor and is aligned with the main 
elevations away from the site, the front facing north east and rear to the west, 
angled towards the far north west corner of the site. The intermediate field 
contains mature trees and scrub, filtering views to the northern corner of the 
site. Overall, the area of the site that is potentially visible is small, and when 
visible it would be to the side of the arrays and set within a mature landscape 
structure of hedgerows and trees. Development would not screen any distant 
views. Low – negligible change in view, small proportion of view occupied by the 
site.  No visibility to the other solar Development Areas. 

Geographical extent Filtered views from rear elevation (southern) over the arrays from a distance of 
c.60m to c.120m over the arrays to the south.  A near range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerow / scrub upon the site boundary to be managed to a greater height to 
filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P6R5, Tap Ty Hefyd 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 

c.65m to the north-west of Development Area  6, c.80m to the closest array 
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boundary) 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area  6 only. Viewpoint 
11 is also located upon the path to the south of the property, but this is sited at 
the location with the most extensive visibility east over the Development Area.  
Potential for visibility to the solar area from the property’s eastern elevation 
only, single storey. 
It is considered that ground level views to the site from the front elevation 
would be screened / heavily filtered by near vegetation and outbuildings. 
At the most visible a small area of arrays would be seen in the near area, 
beneath the property, the small north west corner of the site, around the rock 
outcrop.  Where there are open views the retained internal vegetation, blocks of 
scrub / trees and a mature hedgerow beside the internal access drive combine 
to screen the majority of the plot. The filtered views possible to the upper 
sections of arrays in limited areas of the site, reducing the prominence of the 
new development.  
Due to the viewing angle and localised low level nature of Development Area 6, 
the development has no effect on middle and distant views. A Low change in 
view.  No visibility to the other Development Areas within the study area. 

Geographical extent Site boundary c.65m from the house (closest point) from the most visible 
section, arrays c.80m. Change to close range view, middle and distant views 
predominantly unaffected.  

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Internal vegetation protected 
and managed to a greater height. This will further filter views in the short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

P6R6, Ysgubor Bach 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.63m to the east of Development Area  6, c.90m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect The property is surrounded by a bank of mature trees and scrub, all visibility to 
the Development Area is screened. Mature trees, hedgerow and scrub upon the 
site boundary to remain. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Proposed 
mitigation to remain, long term benefit. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 
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P6R7, Tros Lon 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.60m to the north-west of Development Area 6, c.80m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Viewpoint 
11 is also located upon the path to the south of the property, but this is sited at 
the location with the most extensive visibility east over the Development Area.  
Potential for visibility to the solar area from the property’s eastern elevation 
only, single storey. Views very similar to P6R5. 
It is considered that ground level views to the site from the front elevation 
would be screened / heavily filtered by near vegetation and outbuilding. 
At the most visible a small area of arrays would be seen in the near area, 
beneath the property, the small north west corner of the site, around the rock 
outcrop.  Where there are open views the retained internal vegetation, blocks of 
scrub / trees and a mature hedgerow beside the internal access drive combine 
to screen the majority of the plot. The filtered views possible to the upper 
sections of arrays in limited areas of the site, reducing the prominence of the 
new development.  
Due to the viewing angle and localised low level nature of Development Area 6, 
the development has no effect on middle and distant views. A Low change in 
view.  No visibility to the other Development Areas within the study area. 

Geographical extent Site boundary c.60m from the house (closest point) from the most visible 
section, arrays c.80m. Change to close range view, middle and distant views 
predominantly unaffected.  

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Internal vegetation protected 
and managed to a greater height. This will further filter views in the short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

P6R8, Neuadd 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.70m to the north-west of Development Area 6, c.115m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect Property (2 storey) fronts the local road, frontage aligned to the south in the 
direction of the site, slightly elevated above the ground levels of Development 
Area 6. At the most visible there will be the potential for views to the north 
western corner of Development Area 6, from front elevation 1st floor windows. 
Views are however screened and filtered by near tree and scrub cover and the 
gorse covered rock outcrop within the Development Area. The overall area of 
site that is potentially visible is focussed to that close to the northern boundary 
only. When visible the shaded rear of the arrays visible set within a mature 
landscape structure of hedgerows and trees. Development would not screen 
any distant views. Low scale change in view, small proportion of view occupied 
by the site.  No visibility to the other solar Development Area areas. 

Geographical extent Direct views from front elevation over the arrays from a distance of c.110m to 
c.300m over the arrays to the south. Limited visibility to the main areas of the 
site, central and southern.  A medium range view. 

Duration and Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Perimeter hedgerows and scrub 
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reversibility of effect vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a greater height to filter / 
screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium-Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate/Minor, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

 

P6R9, Arfryn 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.90m to the north-east of Development Area 6, but c.120m to the closest array. 
Property also host to a small scale touring caravan / camp site. 

 

Scale of visual effect Visibility focussed to windows on two elevations aligned to the south west. 
Ground level views screened by garden vegetation. Property will have views over 
the rows of arrays within the northern area of the site but as viewed from the 
eastern side of the site, it would be possible to see between the rows of arrays, 
the meadow grassland of the site prominent, reducing the visual density of the 
new development (as illustrated on VP11). In the more distant views over the site 
to the south, the development would appear denser, as the rows combine and 
only the grey and blue hues of the arrays visible. A key feature of Development 
Area 6 is the retention of a large amount of internal hedgerows and scrub, the 
retained vegetation is evident on the photomontage, breaking up the uniform 
nature of the ground coverage. Vegetation screens visibility to the majority of the 
north western area of the site and during summer months would combine to 
screen and filter views substantially. Baseline features would remain evident 
including the electricity pylons that cross the site. Due to the viewing angle and 
localised low level nature of Development Area 6, the development has no effect 
on middle and distant views. A high – medium change in view.  No visibility to the 
other Development Area areas within the study area.  

Geographical extent Site boundary c.90m from the receptor. Viewed from windows aligned south 
west. Notable visual change within a medium range (c.120m) view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Internal vegetation protected 
and managed to a greater height. Further filter views in the short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major - a ‘Significant’ visual effect 

Level of visual effects 
(longer term), c. 5 – 10 
years, after 
establishment of 
mitigation (where 
applicable) 

 

Major-Moderate, a SIGNIFICANT visual effect. 

Mitigation tree planting upon the near north east site boundary will filter the 
views over the site area, although large expanses of solar still likely to be visible. 
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P6R10, Caergeiliog Farm 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

93m to the north-west of Development Area 6 but c.160m to the closest array.  

Scale of visual effect Farmhouse is set immediately to the north of Neuadd, all views to the site from 
the property screened by near built form. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Proposed 
mitigation to remain, long term benefit. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P6R11, 2 – 48 Dol Eithin, Llanfihangel yn Nhowyn 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

127m – 189m to the east of Development Area 6. Closest arrays c.140m from 
the properties. 

Scale of visual effect The properties are set upon gently rising land to the east of the site. The village 
fringes are bordered by banks of mature trees and hedgerows however there 
still exists the potential for intervisibility from upper storey windows from the 
elevations aligned to the west, typically the rear windows. The change in the 
ground coverage over the site area, from the open rough grazing to the grey and 
blue hues of the solar arrays will be a noticeable feature. The arrays will remain 
set at a low level within the established structure of site vegetation which will 
break up the uniformity of the development. Distant views west over the site 
area to remain unaffected. A medium scale of effect. 

Geographical extent Middle distance view from western facing upper storey elevations over the 
arrays from a distance of c.140m to c.350m. A medium – long range view. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Perimeter hedgerows and scrub 
vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a greater height to filter / 
screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P6R12, Cern Farm 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.160m to the west of Development Area 6 

Scale of visual effect Farm is set immediately to the north of Neuadd, all views to the site from the 
property screened by near built form. 

Geographical extent No change 
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Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P6R13, Rhos Bach 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.180m to the east of Development Area 6, c.200m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect The property is surrounded by a bank of mature trees and scrub, with the 
intermediate area to the site formed of small field structures with mature 
hedgerows and trees. All visibility to the Development Areas is screened. 
Mature trees, hedgerow and scrub upon the site boundary to remain. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

P6R14, 27, 29, 31 Ffordd Cerrig Mawr 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.195m to the south-east of Development Area 6 and c.225m to the closest array. 

Scale of visual effect Similar to Rhos Bach, the properties are surrounded by a bank of mature trees 
and scrub with the intermediate area to the site formed of small field structures 
with mature hedgerows and trees. All visibility to the development area is 
screened. Mature trees, hedgerow and scrub upon the site boundary to remain. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 
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Settlements 

Chapel Gwyn 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c. 1.3km south-east of Development Area 5 

Scale of visual effect Small hamlet. ZTV confirms no theoretical visibility to any of the solar 
Development Areas. All visibility screened by a combination of undulating 
intervening landform and hedgerows, trees and built form. No change in view. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

NA – no visibility 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Bryngwran 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c. 700m north-east from Development Area 4 and 800m north of Development 
Area 5 

Scale of visual effect Views from the south western edge of the village are as assessed within 
Viewpoint 17, with potential elevated views over Development Areas 4 and 5. 
The ZTV confirms that there would be no visibility to any of the Development 
Areas from the majority of the village. Views screened by variations in 
topography, and would be further screened by near built form and intermediate 
vegetation. A negligible – no change in view. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

NA – no visibility 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Llanfihangel-yn-Nhywyn 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c. 300m east of Development Area 6. 

 

Scale of visual effect Views from the western fringes of the village are as assessed by residential 
receptor P6R11. As confirmed by the ZTV and the residential assessment, this is 
the only area of the village that would have views over Development Area 6. The 
remaining areas (majority) of the village would have no visibility over 
Development Area 6.  The ZTV also illustrates the potential for distant visibility 
to Development Areas 4 and 5 from limited areas upon the eastern fringes of 
the village. In reality considering the separation distance between the village 
and these Development Areas c.1.7km (closest point) the schemes would be 
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barely perceptible within the widescale panoramic view over the low lying valley 
Wetlands area. A negligible scale of effect 

Geographical extent Theoretical distant views to Development Areas 4 and 5. A long range view, 
>1.7km. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Perimeter hedgerows and scrub 
vegetation around the sites to be managed to a greater height to filter / screen 
views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor - Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect   

(excluding area of village assessed in residential assessment) 

 

Caergeiliog 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c. 800m north-west of Development Area 6 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs confirm that there would be no visibility to any of the Development 
Areas from the village. Views would be screened by variations in topography, 
and would be further screened by near built form and intermediate vegetation. 
No change in view. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

NA – no visibility 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Llanfair-yn-neubwll 
Distance from site 
(closest area of the site 
boundary) 

c.1.3km south-west of Development Area  6 

Scale of visual effect The ZTV confirms theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 (as the closest 
plot) however there is also the potential for views to the Development Areas  
within the east of the study area. As these Development Areas are over 3km 
from the village, and considering localised ground levels, there would be no 
potential for views. Views to Development Area  6 are screened by intervening 
features, including notable ground level changes and vegetation within the 
intermediate rail corridor. No change in view. 

Geographical extent No change 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

NA – no visibility 

Magnitude of visual Negligible 
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effect 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

1.4 Assessment of Predicted Visual Effect on Public Right of Way within focussed Study 
Area 

1.4.1 The following key transport routes within focussed 250m of the site, as illustrated on Figure 7.3 and are 
considered in the following tables. 

National Cycle Route 8 – Development Areas 4 & 5 

National Cycle Route 8 – Development Areas  4 and 5 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

At the closest points the route passes beside the site boundary of Development 
Area  4 and 5. c.20m from the arrays of Development Area  4 and 5 at the 
nearest points.  

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the cycle route  (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. A 
defined scenic route but levels of usage low at time of assessment. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Areas  4 and 5.  
Visibility from the cycle route would be most extensive when glimpsed views 
through the field access gates, the locations assessed as Viewpoints 6 and 8, 
from these areas the arrays would be highly visible, a large scale of effect.  From 
the vast majority of the route within the local area close to Development Areas 
4 and 5, all views would be screened (predominantly filtered) by the mature 
roadside hedgerows, a low – negligible scale of effect.  
Potential for distant elevated views from section of route further to the west, 
considered within Viewpoint 9 

Geographical extent Route passes upon the boundary of Development Areas 4 and 5, separated by a 
mature hedgerow and grassland fringes within the site. High level.  Route length 
of c.100m section beside Development Area 5 and c.500m section beside 
Development Area 4. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Existing hedgerows upon the site boundary to be managed to a taller height to 
further screen views in the short term. Additional mitigation planting around 
Development Area 5.  Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is 
reversible but landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate – Minor, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect  
(note, this is an overall assessment. Specific open areas e.g. gates are assessed 
within Viewpoint section where appropriate) 

 

Development Area  5, 16/008/1 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

At the closest points the route passes 140m east/southeast of Development 
Area 5 running north-south. 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW  (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual High. 
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receptor 
Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Areas 4 & 5. At the 

closest point the path follows at farm access land, set into the landscape and 
bordered on both sides by mature hedgerows and trees. It is considered all 
views to Development Area  3 and 4 would be screened by intermediate 
vegetation. Potential for very limited glimpsed views to Development Area  5, 
but filtered by near vegetation. A low scale of effect, a small area of the site 
perceptible.  

Geographical extent Development Area  5 partially perceptible in views to the west away from the 
main path alignment. Small level. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerows around the site 
managed to a greater height to further screen views.  

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor – A NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Development Area  6, 32/014/1 and 32/014/2 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path within Development Area 6 running northwest-southeast 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW  (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Path passes 
through the Development Area but within the non deployment zone that is to 
be left clear of arrays and managed for biodiversity benefit. The vast majority of 
views from the path will be screened by near mature hedgerows, trees and 
those upon the site boundary. In the closest area to the arrays, visibility 
screened by buildings associated with Glan y Gors. At the most visible the arrays 
may be perceptible above the western boundary hedgerow upon a very short 
section of path. A low scale of effect, a small area of the site perceptible.  

Geographical extent Development Area  6 partially perceptible in views to the west away from the 
main path alignment. Small level. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerows around the site 
managed to a greater height to further screen views.  

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor – A NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

 

Development Area 6, 32/017/1 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path within Development Area 6 running northwest-southeast, to Llanfihangel 
yn Nhowyn 
 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW (High) 
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Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Path passes 
through the Development Area beside the western boundary. Before connecting 
with the other PROW at Glan y Gors farmhouse. As the path passes beside the 
western boundary of the arrays close range views will be possible, the 
development dominating views to the east. Away from the section beside the 
arrays visibility to the site would be limited, ground level views screened by near 
hedgerows.  However from the closest section a high scale of effect, the whole 
of the south western area of the site perceptible, but this will limit views over 
the main areas to the north west. 

Geographical extent Development Area 6 close range views, large scale. 
Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerows around the site 
managed to a greater height to further screen views from more distant areas of 
the path. Option to provide additional native hedgerow between footpath and 
the solar arrays at the most visible section.  

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Major – A SIGNIFICANT visual effect (focussed to the section beside the site 
only a length of c.170m) Visual effects from sections away from this area 
considered to be ‘not significant’ views filtered by near hedgerows. 

 

Development Area 6, 32/014/3 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path to the immediate south of Development Area 6 running north-south, but 
c.340m from the closest array 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW  (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Path passes 
through the wetland areas to the south of Development Area 6, a low lying area. 
All views north east to the solar arrays would be screened by intervening 
vegetation (scrub, trees and hedgerows). 

Geographical extent No change 
Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Development Area 6, 32/029/1 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path c. 50m northwest of Development Area 6 running north-south 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW  (High) 
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Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Path passes 
through farm holding at the closest point, it is considered all ground level views 
screened by near hedgerows and outbuildings / built features.  

Geographical extent No change 
Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Development Area 6, 32/028/1 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path c. 60m west of Development Area 6 running north-south 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW  (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Viewpoint 
11 is also located upon the path, but sited at the location with the most 
extensive visibility east over the Development Area.  
Path passes through farm holding / residential properties at the closest point, it 
is considered all ground level views screened by near hedgerows and 
outbuildings / built features. Visibility to the Development Area from sections 
south of VP11 location are screened by a combination of near and site boundary 
vegetation, around the SSSI, as is illustrated in the photomontage.  
At the most visible a small area of arrays would be seen in the near area, 
beneath the location of VP11, a rock outcrop with scrub vegetation upon it 
restricts views to further arrays in this near area, whilst also screening views to 
the main northern area of the plot. The retained internal vegetation, blocks of 
scrub / trees and a mature hedgerow beside the internal access drive combine 
to screen the majority of eastern views over the arrays in the main area of the 
plot. Only filtered views are possible to the upper sections of limited areas of 
the site, reducing the prominence of the new development.  
Due to the viewing angle and localised low level nature of Development Area 6, 
the development has no effect on middle and distant views. A Medium - Low 
change in view when considering the full length. 
No visibility to the other Development Areas within the study area. 
 

Geographical extent Site boundary c.60m from the path (closest point) from the most visible section, 
a length of c.60m away from the direction of route. Change to close range view, 
middle and distant views predominantly unaffected.  

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Internal vegetation protected 
and managed to a greater height. This will further filter views in the short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium-Low 
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LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Moderate – Minor, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

 

Development Area 6, 32/028/2 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path c. 60m west of Development Area 6 running east-west 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW  (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High.   

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate partial theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only from 
the section closest to the site boundary. From this area all ground level views 
screened by near hedgerows and trees, and dense vegetation within the 
wetland area.  

Geographical extent No change 
Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

Development Area 6, 32/015/2 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path c. 100m southeast of Development Area 6 running south west – north east 
 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Path passes 
to the south of the area of arrays. The vast majority of views from the path will 
be screened by the mature hedgerows and trees upon the site boundary. At the 
most visible the arrays may be perceptible above the southern boundary 
hedgerow from a very short section of path. A low scale of effect, a small area of 
the site perceptible.  

Geographical extent Development Area 6 partially perceptible in views to the north away from the 
main path alignment. Small level. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerows around the site 
managed to a greater height to further screen views.  

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 
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LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor – A ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

 

Development Area 6, 32/015/1 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

Path c. 80m east of Development Area 6 running east-west 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the PROW (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route / area. Levels of usage low at time of assessment / limited 
wear on paths. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High. 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to Development Area 6 only. Path passes 
through woodland blocks and fields beside mature hedgerows. All ground level 
views screened by subtle ground level changes and near vegetation. 

Geographical extent No change 
Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible. Perimeter 
hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundary to be managed to a 
greater height to filter / screen views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

1.5 Assessment of Predicted Visual Effect on Transportation Network within focussed 
2km Study Area 

1.5.1 The following key transport routes within focussed 2km of the site, as illustrated on Figure 7.3, are 
considered in the following table. 

A55 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

c.550m north of Development Area 6, c.175m to the north of Development 
Areas 4 and 5 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the road (medium). Driver focus upon the road corridor, view aligned 
away from the Development Areas, but potential passenger focus over the 
surrounding landscape.  

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic road. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to DA 4 and 5 from the section closest to 
the north as well as views to DA 6 from the closest sections of carriageway. 
Views assessed when driving along the road corridor as unable to walk and 
survey dual carriageway.  
View from the road assisted by illustrative Viewpoint 20. Camera shots from 
moving vehicle travelling west. Included following discussions with IACC.  
Overall it is considered that visibility to the DAs would be very limited and of a 
short duration. The road corridor travels through shallow cuttings and low 
embankments through the local landscape, many of the engineered roadside 
areas contain woodland and scrub mitigation planting which all combine to limit 
views out from the road corridor to the south.  
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As illustrated upon Viewpoint 20, there is a very small section of carriageway to 
the south of Bryngwran with open views to DAs  4 and 5.  
Angled and glimpsed views are possible to DA4, however as the road passes 
upon an embankment to the north of DA5, there are elevated views to the 
northern area of DA5, the zone between the properties of Dolafon, Pen Bont 
and the Plas Farm grouping. The grass pasture of the site is visible in addition 
the line of electricity pylons and the existing barn within the site.  Once the road 
corridor passes west of Pen Bont there are no further views to DA 5, and no 
discernible views to DA 6 further to the west.  
Overall, excluding this limited section of the A55, it is considered that there 
would be no other views into the solar DAs. The solar areas visible within (and 
partially screened by) the established field structure. A focussed but low – 
medium scale of effect. 

Geographical extent Development Areas 4 and 5 c.175 m to the south (closest point) viewing angle 
away from the road corridor upon a section c. 650m long. Overall length of the 
A55 through the study area is c.9 km (a road distance of c.3.5km between the 
immediate site extents of the DAs) 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible.  Short 
duration views <30 seconds whilst travelling along the highway, views aligned 
away from the direction of travel, but possible when travelling in both 
directions. Perimeter hedgerows and scrub vegetation upon the site boundaries 
to be managed to a greater height to filter / screen views over time. Roadside 
vegetation will also mature further to screen views in the longer term.  

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low-Medium 

LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor-Moderate, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect  
(focused to the described area only) 

 

A5 

Distance from site 
(closest area of the 
site boundary) 

c.320m north of Development Area 6, c. 600m to the north of Development 
Area 4 and c.750m to the north of Development Area 5 

Visual Receptor/ 
Susceptibility to 
change 

Users of the road (medium). Driver focus upon the road corridor, aligned away 
from the Development Areas, but potential passenger focus over the 
surrounding landscape.  

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic road. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium 

Scale of visual effect The ZTVs indicate theoretical visibility to DAs 4 and 5 from the closest section to 
the north as well as views to DA 6 only from the section that passes closest to 
this area. In reality potential visibility to the DAs is going to be very limited and 
of a short duration. The most visible section from the A5 is as considered within 
Viewpoint 19, a location to the north west of Bryngwran. Visibility south from 
the majority of the route is screened and filtered by the near built form and 
vegetation within the intermediate area, particularly that which lines the course 
of the A55, with associated embankments and cuttings. Overall excluding the 
discussed section close to Brynwran, visibility to the DAs would be extremely 
limited a low – negligible scale of effect. No potential for views to DA 6. 

Geographical extent c. 600m to the north of Development Area 4 and c.750m to the north of 
Development Area 5 (closest point) viewing angle away from the road corridor 
upon a section c.300m long. Overall length through study area is c.8.5km. 

Duration and 
reversibility of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible.  Short 
duration views <15 seconds whilst travelling along the highway, views aligned 
away from the direction of travel. Perimeter hedgerows and scrub vegetation 
upon the site boundaries to be managed to a greater height to filter / screen 
views over time. Roadside (and intermediate) vegetation will also mature 
further to screen views longer term.  

Magnitude of visual Low 
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effect 
LEVEL OF VISUAL 
EFFECT 

Minor - Neutral, a NOT SIGNIFICANT visual effect 

 

 The local road that runs beside the northern boundary of Development Areas 4 and 5, Alltwen Goch has been 
considered within the national cycle network assessment. Local road of lower sensitivity than National Cycle Route 
so overall level of visual effect reduced, but remaining Not Significant. 

 An un-named road runs between the boundaries of Development Areas  4 (to the west) and Development Area 5 
(to the east), views from the road corridor as considered within Viewpoints 4, 5, 7 and 16. 

 An un-named road runs along the northern boundary of Development Area 6 – views from the road corridor will 
be most extensive when travelling west at the assessment location of Viewpoint 10. 

 

1.6 Assessment of Predicted Visual Effects on Viewpoints 
1.6.1 The current views from each of the viewpoint locations are shown in the baseline photo plates for 

Viewpoints 1 – 19, beneath the baseline photograph a photomontage has been produced together with 
the solar Development Area site extents markers. Detailed analysis of the viewpoints is made with 
reference to the current baseline views and photomontages. The analysis of the magnitude of change, 
and the predicted visual effect, are considered in the following tables. 

Viewpoint 1 - Tywyn Trewan Common 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Users of the common area, High. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic area or route, an open access area. High 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – recreational walkers upon the common (level of use considered to be 
low) 

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the level of visibility to the closest solar DA 4 and 5. 
Photomontage illustrates a limited level of distant visibility north to the 
arrays within a small area of DA4, through intervening vegetation blocks, 
located within the gently sloping land to the south west of the Plas Farm 
grouping. From this viewing distance and with the limited area of site visible 
it is a barely perceptible change to the colour of the field systems in the area.  
No visibility to the remaining DAs (5 and 6) in the study area despite 
theoretical visibility indicated to DA 5. Negligible change in view. 

Geographical extent Visible area of Development Area 4 set within established structure of 
vegetation within gently rising land, c.1.3km to the north. Negligible level. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor-Neutral – a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

 

Viewpoint 2 - Valley Wetlands / Cerrig Cynrig 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Users of the public right of way, also representative of nearby residential 
properties. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic area or route. Assumed outlook valued by local residents. 
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High. 
Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – recreational walkers upon the footpath (but appears limited levels of 
use). Individual residential.  

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the level of visibility to the closest solar area, DA 4. 
It is possible to see the arrays within the southern area of DA 4, focussed to 
the gently sloping fields to the south and west of the Plas Farm grouping. The 
arrays, perceptible due to a change in field coverage colour, are of a small 
vertical scale, and limited (and broken) horizontal spread set within a 
backdrop of gently undualting field systems The intervening and localised 
vegetation filters views to the new solar arrays, the dark shades of the winter 
vegetation is similar to the colour of the arrays, reducing their perception. In 
summer the colour contrast may be more perceptible, but visible changes of 
a small vertical scale, with deciduous vegetation in leaf screening and 
filtering views further.  
No Visibility to the remaining solar DAs in the study area (DA 5 and 6) despite 
theoretical visibility indicated to DA 5. Low – Negligible change in view. 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 to the north east (c.1.6km). Visibility restricted to 
limited areas of the DA set within established field structure. Low level. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible.  
Landscape mitigation likely to remain long term (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low-Negligible 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor – a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 3 - Local lane close to Pen y Bryn / public footpath, east of Development Area 5. 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Users of the public right of way / local lane. Representative of view from 
landscape to the east. High (prow). 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic area or route. Assumed outlook valued by path users. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – recreational walkers upon the footpath (but with limited levels of 
use).  

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the level of visibility to the closest solar area, DA 5, 
from the east of the study area.  A small area of arrays are visible within the 
eastern area of DA 5. The majority of DA 5 is screened by intermediate 
vegetation and minor topographic variations, all views to the other solar 
areas are screened.  The visible areas of DA 5 are seen within a wide 
panorama, the main perceptible difference over the baseline photo is the 
change in colour of the field coverage, from the grass cover associated with 
the pastoral landscape to a dark grey / blue associated with the arrays. At the 
time of year of the photo the dark hues of the arrays blends in with the 
surrounding vegetation.  The difference in summer would be more 
noticeable however the deciduous vegetation would also screen and filter 
visibility to the site further from this alignment. 
No Visibility to the remaining DAs of the study area. Negligible – Low change 
in view. 

Geographical extent Development Area 5 perceptible c.780m to the north west. Limited visibility 
to the DA set within established field structure. Low level. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor -  a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 4 - Local Road (between Development Area 4 and 5) 
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Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users (Medium) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic area or route. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium – road users.  

Scale of visual effect Viewpoint illustrates that all views west from the road corridor towards the 
eastern area of DA 4 would be screened by near built form and localised 
variations in ground level. It is noted that this location, set beside DA 5, 
would afford clear views over the arrays of DA 5, but this is considered within 
Viewpoint 7 from a nearby location. No change in view when looking towards 
DA 4. 

Geographical extent No visibility to DA 4. 
Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

No change 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Neutral -  a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect (in relation to DA 4) 

 

Viewpoint 5 - Local road, close to the entrance to Plas-Llechylched 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users primarily (Medium) but also a guide to approaches to nearby 
residential properties. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic area or route.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium – road users.  

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the view from road corridor west into 
Development Area 4. The upper elements of the arrays upon the eastern 
boundary of the DA 4 can be seen beyond (and also through) the roadside 
hedgerow. As the deciduous vegetation is not in leaf visibility is the most 
extensive, views would be substantially filtered when the vegetation is in 
leaf. In addition to the arrays a transformer unit can be seen further to the 
south, the box ‘shipping type’ container set beside the arrays, at a slightly 
higher overall height. Existing infrastructure remains a focus of the view, the 
large scale electricity pylons crossing the road and into the site area. The 
limited views from this section of road remain to the mature trees around 
Plas Llechylched (Plas Farm grouping). Visibility away from DA 4 is unaffected 
by development.  Overall, the arrays form a notable feature but their vertical 
scale is reduced due to the separation distance, visibility heavily filtered by 
the existing mature hedgerow.  
No Visibility to the remaining solar areas of the study area despite theoretical 
visibility indicated to DA 5. Medium change in view. 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 perceptible, arrays c.22m from the highway (closest 
point). Views focussed to eastern boundary only, no distant views. Large 
level. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerow to be managed to 
a greater height to screen all views when in leaf, in the near term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Moderate -  a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 6 - Local road, close to Caer Ddol Farm 
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Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users, users of National Cycle Network. High. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. A 
defined scenic bicycle route. Assumed outlook valued by route users. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – recreational receptors upon the cycle route, general road users of 
lower sensitivity.  

Scale of visual effect Two photomontages are provided to illustrate the view into DA 4 from an 
existing field gate, which will be the site entrance. This open boundary 
illustrates the greatest levels of visibility locally as the road is bordered by a 
mature hedgerow in near areas. Photomontages illustrate the view extending 
from the north west to the south west. As to be expected at an open site 
entrance, the photomontages illustrate clear close range views over  DA 4, 
the solar arrays clearly visible beyond the timber post and wire security 
fencing. The perimeter meadow buffer strip is evident to the mature 
boundary hedgerow which descends gently to the west, towards the area 
approaching Pen Bont residential property. The arrays restrict the distant 
views towards the lower lying Valley Wetlands in the west /  south west. 
Views remain to the internal barn to the south west (and the landowners 
property under construction – works started after site photography). The 
electricity pylons that pass through the area to the south are still evident 
above the horizon on the photomontage, passing over the area of arrays. 
High change in view. 
No visibility to the other DAs the study area despite theoretical visibility 
indicated to DA 5. 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 perceptible in near range view, resulting in a high level 
of effect, although focussed to the area of the field access gate only. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Hedgerow to be managed to 
a greater height to further screen views from the road corridor in the short 
term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Major - a ‘Significant’ visual effect 
(Focussed to the open field gate only – views from NCN locally considered to 
be largely filtered) 

 

Viewpoint 7 - Local road close to the entrance to Plas-Llechylched (Plas Farm) 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users primarily (medium) but also, a guide to the approaches to nearby 
residential and tourist accommodation. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic area or route.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium – road users.  

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the view into Development Area 5 from the road 
corridor at the site entrance, an area that will always allow open views into 
the DA. Near roadside hedgerow is to be managed to a greater height to 
screen and filter views from the road corridor. As expected at the open 
entrance,  the location illustrates the full scale of the arrays, at near range, 
representative of the passing glimpsed view of road users away from the 
direction of travel.  The limited distant views north east are screened by the 
arrays which are set within the field beyond a c.8m wide grass fringe and 
timber post and wire security fence.  The height of the near roadside 
hedgerow can be seen in the view, it is noted that this will filter views into 
the site area to users upon the road corridor (similar to VP5). The exception 
is the gate area, with open views, where the photomontage is set for full 
illustration purposes. The visible hedgerow upon the northern boundary will 
screen or filter majority of views from the north. Large scale electricity pylons 
that cross the site are still partially visible. 
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No Visibility to the remaining DAs of the study area despite theoretical 
visibility also indicated to DA 4. High change to the view. 

Geographical extent Development Area 5 perceptible in near range. Resulting in a high level of 
effect, although focussed to the area of the field access gate. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 
Visibility focused to the gate area, a short duration for road users. Height of 
hedgerows to be managed to a greater height to further screen views in 
short term. New hedge to be planted beside the gate, where open fence is 
currently seen, which will further screen and filter views over time. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Major - a ‘Significant’ visual effect 
(focussed to open field gate only – views from the road corridor would be 
substantially filtered, as illustrated on VP 5) 

  

 

Viewpoint 8 - Road, close to Tyn Rhos 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users / users of National Cycle Network and one residential property. 
High. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. A 
defined scenic bicycle route. Assumed outlook valued by route users and 
local residents. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – National cycle trail, Road users (general vehicles) of lower sensitivity.  

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the near range views through the field access gate 
to the rear (northern elevation) of the arrays, which are aligned to the south. 
Arrays are set beyond a grass field fringe which is c.8m wide which includes a 
timber post and wire security fence. To the south east the proposed 
hedgerow between Tyn Rhos and the arrays can be seen, in addition to the 
clear pasture zone left between the arrays and the property boundary. (note, 
new tree planting not mature in photomontage but positioned within site 
area in between the solar arrays and the property).  
Due to the height of the arrays, distant views south are screened by the solar 
infrastructure although the existing large scale pylons crossing the area are 
still evident. The photomontage illustrates the near scale of the development 
viewed from an open access point. The one property in the local vicinity of 
the site (assessed within the residential section), can also be seen, although 
the vertical scale of the arrays would be reduced from the property due to 
the separation distance. The height of the near hedgerow can be seen in the 
view, it is noted that this will screen the majority of views into the site area 
for users upon the road corridor, the exception the gate area, where the 
photomontage is sited for full illustration purposes.  
No Visibility to the remaining DAs of the study area despite theoretical 
visibility indicated to DA 4. High change to the view. 

Geographical extent Development Area 5 perceptible in near range. Resulting in a large level of 
effect. Views focussed to open field gate only. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 
Visibility focused to the gate area of the corridor, short duration for road 
users, perimeter hedgerow to be managed to a greater height to further 
screen views to the site in the short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Major - a ‘Significant’ visual effect 
(focussed to open field gate area – general views from the road corridor 
would be substantially filtered) 
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Viewpoint 9 - Caer Elen, North of Llyn Trafwll 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users, primarily vehicles (Medium) but also part of the National Cycle 
Network (High) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. A 
defined scenic bicycle route. Assume view valued by users of the route.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – National cycle trail, Road users (general vehicles) and majority of 
traffic of lower sensitivity.  

Scale of visual effect Photomontages from this viewpoint illustrate the panoramic views east and 
west over the study area, the site extents of DA 4, 5 and 6 are shown, with 
potential distant visibility to the arrays within DA 4 (c.1.5km away). DA 5 is 
screened by a combination landform, existing vegetation and built form. 
Photomontage 9B illustrates the potential views to the west, all views to DA 
6 are screened by landform and the intermediate village. Although DA 4 is 
visible on Photomontage 9A, due to the separation distance, the visible scale 
of the site (and features within) set within the wider landscape is very small. 
The visual area contains many features that can catch the eye, the solar 
development seen as part of the large scale landscape containing; 
settlements, individual properties and farms, road corridors, power lines and 
an airfield within the predominate setting of small grassland fields, with the 
attractive water bodies and wetland areas the main feature.  
Negligible – Low change in view. 
 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 perceptible c1.5km to the east 
Visible changes within a small area in comparison to wide panoramic view. 
Low. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor -  A ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

  

Viewpoint 10 - Local Road, close to Arfryn. 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users, primarily vehicles (Medium), but also representative of nearby 
individual residential (High) and touring caravan site. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the road, residents and 
visitors. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium - road users, vehicles predominantly and nearby single residential 
(High sensitivity). 

Scale of visual effect The photomontage location offers locally elevated views from the road 
corridor over the northern area of the site that is set within a lower lying 
area. Views are focussed to road users travelling west, and also western / 
southern facing windows of near property (Arfryn). The rows of arrays within 
the northern area of the site are clearly visible, but as viewed from the 
eastern side of the site, it is possible to see between the rows of arrays, the 
meadow grassland of the site prominent, reducing the visual density of the 
new development. In the more distant views over the site to the south, the 
development appears denser as the rows combine and only the grey and 
blue hues of the arrays can be seen. A key feature of DA 6 is the retention of 
internal hedgerows and scrub, the retained vegetation is evident on the 
photomontage, breaking up the uniform nature of the ground coverage. 
Vegetation screens visibility to the majority of the north western area of the 
site and during summer months would combine to screen and filter views 
substantially more than illustrated, over the whole area. Baseline features 
still evident include the electricity pylons that cross the site. Due to the 
viewing angle and localised low level nature of DA 6, the development has no 
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effect on middle and distant views. A high – medium change in view. 
No visibility to the other Development Areas within the study area.  
 

Geographical extent Site boundary c.90m from the viewpoint location. View aligned away from 
the road corridor, focussed to users travelling west.  Property c.95 m from 
the site boundary, more elevated views. Large level of change within a 
medium range (c.100m) view. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Internal vegetation protected 
and managed to a greater height. Hedgerow trees added to the north 
eastern (near) boundary to filter ground level views in the short term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

High 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Major - a ‘Significant’ visual effect 

  

 

Viewpoint 11 - Tros Lon (public footpath) 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Footpath users, primarily, but appears very limited use. Also representative 
of nearby individual residential (High) Tros Lon and Tap Ty Hefyd. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the path / local 
residents.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – footpath users  

Scale of visual effect The location offers locally elevated views over the lower lying north western 
area of Development Area 6. The development of the solar arrays within the 
DA are of a less intensive appearance when viewed from the west (as 
opposed to VP10). A small area of arrays is visible in the near area, beneath 
the viewpoint location, a rock outcrop with scrub vegetation upon it restricts 
views to further development in this near area, whilst also screening views to 
the main northern area of the plot. The retained internal vegetation, blocks 
of scrub / trees and a mature hedgerow beside the internal access drive 
combine to screen the majority of eastern views over the arrays in the main 
area of the plot. Only filtered views are possible to the upper sections of 
limited areas of the site, reducing the prominence of the new development. 
The photomontage also illustrates the northern area of the wet grazing 
grassland and SSSI that is within the site boundary but managed for 
ecological benefit.  
Vegetation screens visibility to the majority of the northern and eastern area 
of the site and during summer months would combine to screen and filter 
views substantially more than illustrated, over the whole area. Baseline 
features still evident include the electricity pylons that cross the site. Due to 
the viewing angle and localised low lying nature of DA 6, the development 
has no effect on middle and distant views. A Medium change in view. 
No visibility to the other Development Areas within the study area.  

Geographical extent Site boundary c.60m from the viewpoint location.  Local properties also c. 
60m from the site boundary but with more filtered views and only single 
storey). Change to close range view, middle and distant views predominantly 
unaffected.  

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). Internal vegetation protected 
and managed to a greater height. This will further filter views in the short 
term. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium 
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LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Moderate - a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

  

Viewpoint 12 - View over Llyn Traffwll 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Footpath users (appears to be subject to very limited use) High. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic path. Assume view valued by users of the path. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – footpath users  

Scale of visual effect Viewpoint illustrates the panoramic views east over the study area, the site 
extents of Development Areas 4 and 5 are shown, with potential visibility to 
the arrays within DA 4. DA 5 is screened by a combination landform, existing 
vegetation and built form. Although DA 4 is visible, due to the separation 
distance, the scale (horizontal and vertical spread) of the site set within the 
wider landscape is very small. A change in colour and texture to the visible 
field coverage only. The panoramic view contains many features that can 
catch the eye, the solar development seen as part of the landscape 
containing; settlements, individual properties and farms, road corridors, 
power lines and airfield set within the predominate landscape feature of 
small grassland fields. The water bodies and wetland areas remain the main 
landscape features.  
No Visibility to the closest area, DA 6. Negligible – Low change in view. 
 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 perceptible c1.3 km to the east 
Visible changes within a small area in comparison to wide panoramic view. 
Low. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor -  A ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 13 - Dinam Fawr footpath 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Footpath users, but appears very limited use. Also representative of 
approach to nearby individual residential property. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the path. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – footpath users  

Scale of visual effect Viewpoint located within the west of the study area close to the AONB 
boundary. All views to Development Areas 4 and 5 are screened by 
intermediate features; predominantly landform but also built form and 
vegetation. Photomontage illustrates very limited visibility to a small area of 
the closest area, DA 6 to the east. A very small area of arrays in the central 
area of the  area are perceptible between intermediate vegetation. Small 
scale change when compared to the panoramic baseline view.  Negligible 
change in view. 

Geographical extent Development Area 6 perceptible c.850 m to the east (very limited) 
Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 
Visibility further screened in months when intermediate deciduous 
vegetation is in leaf.  

Magnitude of visual Negligible 
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effect 
LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor-Neutral, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 14 - Llanfairyneubwll (north of) 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users, primarily vehicles (medium) But also part of the National Cycle 
Network (high) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. A 
defined scenic bicycle route, assume view valued by users of the route.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – National Cycle Network, Road users (general vehicles) and majority of 
traffic of a lower sensitivity.  

Scale of visual effect Similar to Viewpoint 13, this viewpoint is located within the west area of the 
study area close to the AONB boundary. All views to Development Areas 4 
and 5 are screened by intermediate features; predominantly landform but 
also built form and vegetation, this is despite the locally elevated viewpoint 
location as the road passes above the railway line. Photomontage illustrates 
that all visibility to DA 6 to the north is screened by intermediate vegetation 
and minor changes in level. No change when compared to the baseline view.  

Geographical extent Development Area 6 c.1.2km to the north – however no views. 
Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

N/A as no visibility 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

N/A as no visibility 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Neutral - a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 15 - Tywyn Trewan Common / Dunes, Cymyran Bay 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Walkers upon the Isle of Anglesey Coastal Path (close to the boundary of the 
AONB) and visitors to the Tywyn Trewan Common area. High. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. A 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the route. High. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – National Trail. 

Scale of visual effect The viewpoint is set upon a locally elevated position of the coastal path 
through the sand dunes with theoretical visibility to Development Areas 4 
and 5.  
 
The photomontage illustrates that there would be no visibility to these DAs 
(or DA 6). Views are screened by intervening vegetation and landform.  No 
change in view. 
 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 c.3.2 km to the north east – however N/A as no visibility 
Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

N/A as no visibility 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

N/A as no visibility 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Neutral - a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 
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Viewpoint 16 - Local Road near Bryn Madog 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Road users primarily but also partially representative of the setting of nearby 
individual residential. Medium 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the road.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium - road users (vehicles) 

Scale of visual effect The viewpoint is located upon a locally elevated section of road within the 
south east of the study area with theoretical visibility to Development Area 5.  
 
The photomontage illustrates that there would be no visibility to DA 5  (or DA 
4 and 6). Views are screened by intervening vegetation and topographic 
variations.  No change in view. 
 

Geographical extent Development Area 5 c.850m north  - however N/A as no visibility 
Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

N/A as no visibility 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

N/A as no visibility 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Neutral - a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

Viewpoint 17 – Bryngwran 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Residential (focused to properties on the southern edge of the village) 
Location representative of elevated views from village to the north of the 
solar Development Areas 4 and 5. High. 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. 
Assume view valued by local residents.  

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

High – residential. Location on access road close to properties. 

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the view from the elevated southern fringe of the 
village, to the arrays within DA 4 and 5, no visibility to DA 6. The A55 road 
corridor passes beneath the viewpoint location, DA 4 and 5 visible in the 
fields beyond. The locally elevated position allows visibility over the arrays 
within the whole of DA 5, closest to the south and then to the south west a 
more oblique (but still elevated) view into the northern area of DA 4. The 
rows of arrays can be clearly seen, a change to the colour of the field 
structure from the greens of the grass to the greys and blues of the arrays. It 
is notable though that clear zone areas around the sites can be seen, and the 
developments are set within the established mature hedgerows and trees 
around the site, reducing the prominence of the new development. Due to 
the relative low height of the development, none of the distant views 
towards the coastal zone are restricted and existing infrastructure (e.g. 
pylons) and farm developments remain key elements in the view.   
Residential properties adjoining DA 4 and 5 can be clearly seen; Tyn Rhos (DA 
5) and Pen Bont (DA 4). Development of the two solar DAs a noticeable 
change to the baseline view but as viewed within the widescale panorama, 
the visual prominence is slightly reduced. Medium-Low change in view.      
 

Geographical extent Development Area 5 visible c.520m south. Development Area 4 perceptible 
c.620m to the south west. Visible changes within the intermediate area but 
seen within a wide panoramic view. Medium. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 
Visibility focused to properties with windows aligned to the south, with open 
views. 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium 
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LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Major – Moderate, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

 

Viewpoint 18 - Landscape north of the A55 / A5 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Location representative of views from the rising agricultural landscape north 
of the A55 / west of Bryngwran. Local lane (medium) 

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the road. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium - road users (vehicles) 

Scale of visual effect Photomontage illustrates the view south over the study area from the rising 
landscape to the north of the A55. Limited views are possible into areas of 
Development Area 4 and 5. No visibility to Development Area 6.  The limited 
angle of view, and intermediate vegetation, restricts the areas of arrays 
within DA 4 and 5 that are visible beyond the A55 corridor. DA 4 as the 
closest site is more prominent than DA 5 with very restricted views to this 
area, views generally filtered by boundary hedgerows. The change to the 
colour of the field structure of the Das, the greens of the grass to the greys 
and blues of the arrays is the most notable change. The relative low height of 
the development from this viewing angle illustrates how the developments 
are set within the established mature hedgerows and trees around the site, 
reducing the prominence of the new development. None of the distant or 
wider views are affected due to the vertical scale of the development.  The 
farming landscape, field structure and farmsteads remain as the 
predominant features, distant views to the line of pylons that pass through 
DA 4 and 5. Visibility to the near road corridors predominantly screened by 
vegetation, views would be further screened when vegetation is in leaf. Low 
change in view. 
 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 perceptible c.1km to the south west and Development 
Area 5 c.1.5km to the south east. Visible changes within the intermediate 
area but seen within a wide panoramic view. Low. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Minor, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 

 

 

 

Viewpoint 19 -  A55 (east of the Caergeiliog junction) 

Visual receptor / 
susceptibility to change 

Located adjacent to the A5, selected to illustrate the scale of view from the 
main transportation routes through the island as passing through the study 
area . Road users (medium).  

Value of view No recognition in planning terms (landscape and heritage) or literature. Not a 
defined scenic route. Assume view valued by users of the road. 

Sensitivity of visual 
receptor 

Medium - road users (vehicles) 

Scale of visual effect The photomontage illustrates the slightly elevated view possible into the 
northern area of Development Area 4, visibility to Development Area 5 is 
generally screened by the mature hedgerows around the site, excluding a 
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very small area. The relationship of the A55 corridor, local properties and the 
arrays within DA 4 can be clearly seen. The arrays are set within the 
established field structure, viewed beyond vegetation, farm buildings and set 
around the electricity pylons that pass-through DAs 4 and 5, with the wider 
context of individual residential and the village of Bryngwran to the north. 
Due to the relative low height of the development, and location of the 
viewpoint, there are no changes upon middle and distant views towards the 
coastal zone. Residential properties adjoining DA 4 can be clearly seen; 
notably Caer Ddol and Pen Bont. The development of the arrays form a 
noticeable change to the baseline view but due to the limited vertical height 
of the development, this is seen within the widescale panorama containing 
many features which reduces the visual prominence of the development.  
Medium-Low change in view.      
 

Geographical extent Development Area 4 visible c.800m to the south-east. Visible changes within 
the intermediate area but seen within a wide panoramic view. Medium. 

Duration and reversibility 
of effect 

Long term duration, but ultimately temporary, scheme is reversible but 
landscape mitigation likely to remain (benefit). 
Road users view away from the direction of travel, focused to passengers.  

Magnitude of visual 
effect 

Medium-Low 

LEVEL OF VISUAL EFFECT Moderate, a ‘Not Significant’ visual effect 
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